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A Conceptual Model of
Plant and Gaseous Pollutant Interactions
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ABSTRACT This research paper provides a conceptual model of plant-pol
lutant interaqtions with respect to pollutant exposure dose, flux into the
plant, and a manifestation of plant damage and injury. The research shows
that the respQnse from plants occupies a damagelinjury continuum that var
ies between death at one extreme and recovery at the other.
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erated, the most successful fumigation studiesl17-IIJ! will continue to use out-door,
open-top chambersI6.13 .:11,421. These utilise ambient or filtered air, and facilitate con
trolled pollutant injection, whilst ensuring realistic micro-climatic conditionsl471 .

3. Flux into the Plant

Exposure dose and uptake dose (i. e. , the amount of pollutant entering the leaves)
have often been considered synonomousllsl , because particular exposures produced
a characteristic plant response. However, examination of unexplained anomalies
and apparent contradictions in relation to gas exchange into the leaf, suggests that
uptake rates may vary to such an extent that exposure is not always a reliable mea
sure of pollutant flux into the plantlx.33.4S.4IJI. Within the free atmosphere, rapid trans
port of gases occurs through turbulent (eddy) diffusion, but across the leaf boundary
layer and through the stomatal pore and substomatal cavity this changes to molecular
diffusionl'I.36J, dependent upon the concentration gradient between the exterior and
interior of the leaf and the diffusion resistances along this pathway. Boundary layer
resistance, determined by leaf dimension and windspeedPs1 , does not vary a great
deal in comparison with stomatal resistance, which alters dramatically as the pore
opens or closes in response to endogenous metabolic processesl40I , leaf water poten
tia(l7.:141, external environmental factors, including light levels125 .401, and some pollut
antsl461 . Stomatal resistance has a major influence on pollutant flux into the leaf.

After gases reach the substomatal cavity, they dissolve in the water coating the ex
tracellular surfaces of the peripheral mesophyll cellsl26J . Further progress occurs by
bulk flow over the exterior of the leaf cells until the pollutant penetrates the cell
membranes and cytosol and reaches the cytological and biochemcal targets it nor
mally affectsl221.

Thus the flux of pollutant to the leaf surface, its uptake, and the proportion enter
ing the cells may be quite different; what is more, none may reflect the ambient con
centration around the plant.

4. Manifestation of Plant Damage

Once a pollutant enters a cell, and disrupts normal cellular ultrastructure, it can in
terfere in biochemical pathways and processes causing gross cytological damage or
major physiological distressI14.22I. However, the picture is complicated by the multip
licity of effects from different pollutants[7.16.22J, and the varying response of species
and individualsls.20 .431 through their homeostatic capacity to counteract the action of
certain pollutants.

Hence, scavenging and detoxification mechanisms act on pollutants during their
transport in the extracellular water, reducing amounts reaching the cells126.44J, and
the plant's ability to neutralize intracellular pollutant action, through repair or com
pensation processesl291 , decreases internal cellular damage. Repair processes restore
a damaged part to its original state, allowing normal function to resume, whereas
compensatory mechanisms ignore damaged material, and by additional measures
redress the injury or dysfunction. Evidence from long-term experiments[9.2I.381
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suggests such restorative processes, active during periods of low pollutant exposure,
significantly help ,plants tolerate subsequent higher levels with minimal disruption.

Other factors also modify response. Climatic conditions influence uptake by their
effect upon exposure dose and gas exchange. Disease and soil quality are significant
in determining plant health and vigour1321 ; attack from pathogens or poor growing
conditions weaken a plant, impairing its homeostatic ability. Susceptibility can alter
with age, stage of development or season l121 ; younger leaves appear less sensitive
than older onesllo.34J, and early damage to specialised organs, e.g., cotyledons, grow
ing points or flower initials, seriously affects further growth and productivityl41.
Evergreens may be particularly sensitive during winter periods, when their restora
tive capacity is reduced by low metabolic activity, whereas deciduous species are ex
tremely resistant at this time because the absence of leaves prevents pollutant up
take\! I.

Pollutant damage is conveniently divided into visible and invisible injury\!21. The
former describes acute effects, obvious changes in the plant's appearance, usually to
the leaves, where damage is greatest11ol . Invisible injury refers to chronic, more sub
tie, effects upon plant physiology and metabolism, not evident externally, even
though there can be significant reductions in growth and productivityl 1.2.3. IlJ.JlJAJI. Vis
ible injury can be regarded as the outward manifestation of an increase in invisible in
jury, for each represent the opposite end of a common spectrum, a continuum vary
ing between death at one extreme and recovery at the other (Fig. I).
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